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Abstract
This paper reviews in a systematic way the evidence on impact evaluations of active labour market
programmes (ALMP), with a focus on Latin America and the Caribbean (LAC). It thus serves as a
background paper for a more comprehensive project that the ILO’s Research Department is
undertaking to assess the usage of and experience with active labour market programmes in the
region. The paper starts with a description of the main types and key mechanisms of ALMP. After
summarizing the previous evidence on active programmes in general and for LAC, in particular, the
empirical part first uses a sample of ALMP evaluations worldwide – compiled in Card, Kluve and
Weber (2015) – to provide meta-analytical estimates of programme effectiveness. The second, novel
part of the empirical analysis constructs an additional sample of impact evaluations from LAC and
presents results from meta-regressions for this regional sample.
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1. Introduction
Unemployment is one of the most challenging economic and social problems in both developed and
developing countries. Figure 1 of the Appendix depicts unemployment rates for selected OECD
countries and shows both that the 2008 crisis severely affected these countries and that high
unemployment rates were common in many countries also in the decades before. The challenge is
exacerbated by the fact that across countries worldwide youth unemployment figures are typically
twice the overall unemployment rate.
Figure 2 of the Appendix displays unemployment rates for selected countries in Latin America and
the Caribbean (LAC). Whereas the 2008 crisis shows up as a brief and transitory increase only and the
general trend in unemployment over the last two decades seems to describe a slow, downward trend,
it is evident from the figure that unemployment is a relevant policy issue also in LAC. This is
particularly the case against the fact that unemployment figures capture only part of the labour market
challenges in contexts of high informality.
Policymakers worldwide therefore struggle to find effective programmes that can help the jobless find
jobs and that increase workers’ productivity and labour income. Job training and other active labour
market programmes (ALMPs) have been promoted as a remedy for cyclical and structural
unemployment. ALMPs date back to the early US experience in the 1960s and 1970s, and in Europe
to e.g. Sweden since the 1970s, Germany since the 1990s, the European Union’s “European
Employment Strategy” in the 1990s, and the 1994 OECD Jobs Study (re-emphasized in the 2006
OECD Restated Jobs Strategy). In addition, active labour market programmes have been used in
many other countries, in particular in LAC since the 1990s through a series of job training
programmes.
This paper focuses on addressing some key policy question accompanying this usage of active
programmes: What do we know about whether and which type of “active” programme works? Can
something be said about short run vs. long run effects? Do ALMPs work better for some groups? In
some places or times?
The following sections try to answer these – and some other – questions to the extent that the existing
evidence allows. Section 2 first discusses the types of ALMPs that are used and the main mechanisms
through which they intend to influence participants’ outcomes. Section 3 reviews the previous
knowledge on ALMP effectiveness, discussing the methods to generate this knowledge and the
evidence on ALMP in general and for LAC in particular. Section 4 extends this evidence by providing
a meta-analysis using two new samples of ALMP evaluations: the first one covers impact evaluations
worldwide and is generated within a parallel research project (Card et al. 2015); the second one is a
sample of impact evaluations specifically for LAC generated within this research project. Section 5
concludes.

2. Types of active labour market programmes
2.1 General definition and objectives
Active Labour Market Programmes (ALMP) are interventions of labour market policy that the welfare
state uses with the intention to “actively” increase the employment probability of jobseekers and
hence decrease aggregate unemployment. The main objective of ALMPs is therefore increasing the
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individual employment chances of programme participants, i.e. active support for labour market
integration (e.g. Auer et al. 2008). Also individual productivity and earnings can be objectives of the
intervention. Traditionally, in the US programmes often focus on earnings as key outcome, since
ALMP targets the most disadvantaged individuals and aims at poverty alleviation. In Europe
employment outcomes have received the most attention; next to finding employment, also job quality
and job duration can play a role.1
Other possible objectives of ALMP include the increased creation of jobs, the improved matching of
supply and demand on the labour market, increasing participants’ (and social) welfare and lowering
government costs. Consumption smoothing through provision of alternative employment options may
also be an objective. Overall, however, employment probability plays the central role both as the key
programme objective and as the outcome measure most frequently analyzed in programme
evaluations. For this reason, the subsequent discussion on ALMP effectiveness considers mainly
employment as the measure of programme success, typically assessed empirically as the average
employment rate x months after the end of the programme (within the first 12 months called “shortterm effect”, 12-24 months “medium-term” and >=24 months “long-term”, see Card et al. 2010).
ALMP is a complement to passive labour market policies, such as unemployment benefits as earnings
replacement. In OECD countries the design of active and passive policies is increasingly inter-linked,
essentially following recommendations formulated by the OECD in its “OECD Jobs Strategy”
(OECD 1994) and the “Re-stated Jobs Strategy” (OECD 2006). This development is summarized
under the heading “activation” (OECD 2007), a strategy aiming at activating jobseekers to look for
jobs and take on work within a “mutual obligations” regime.2 Key elements of activation are (i) early
intervention by the PES in the unemployment spell and high contact density between jobseekers and
caseworkers, (ii) regular reporting and monitoring of work availability and job-search actions, (iii)
setting-up of back-to-work agreements or individual action plans, (iv) direct referral of unemployed
clients to vacant jobs, and (v) referral to ALMPs. In the case of non-compliance of jobseekers with
job search requirements, benefit sanctions apply.

2.2 Four types of ALMP – a basic theoretical framework
Active labour market programmes are typically classified into four categories in the literature (OECD
2006, Kluve et al. 2007): (i) Job Search Assistance, (ii) (Labour market) Training, (iii) Private sector
employment incentives, and (iv) Public sector employment. Other efforts to categorize these
programmes exist (e.g. Auer et al. 2008): sometimes the “subsidy” programmes and the “enterprise
start-up” programmes comprising the private sector employment incentive category (see details
below) are separated out; and/ or a distinct category for “entrepreneurship” programmes (potentially
comprising both a skills training and a financial component) is defined. Often these efforts explicitly
focus on capturing the types of programmes implemented in low-middle income countries. This paper
uses the parsimonious version of four main categories that has been used mostly in OECD countries;

1

The outcome “employability” has received increasing attention as one objective of ALMP in recent years.
“Employability” roughly describes the individual’s potential propensity to find / be placed in a job. It can
therefore be one objective of ALMP to decrease individual jobseeker’s distance to the labor market. Measuring
“employability” empirically is challenging since no standard definition exists and because it typically requires
(survey) data on technical, cognitive and non-cognitive skills. From a conceptual perspective, however, it is
useful to have a purely supply-side-defined measure of the capacity to find employment (independent of
whether employment is actually found or not).
2

Note that, while ALMP historically precedes activation, activation logically precedes ALMP.
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this categorization also allows describing and expanding the meta-analytical database of Card et al.
(2010, 2015) for the empirical analysis (section 4 below).
The four programme types are defined and explained in the following subsections. Together with the
definitions of the programme types this section delineates a simple theoretical framework to think
about in which way programmes could be expected to work from an ex ante perspective.3 Note that
this basic framework concentrates on the main aspects and does not constitute a complete economictheoretical model. For each programme type it will formulate key features, objectives and expected
impacts, in order to provide a delineation of the constitutive elements and mechanisms of active
labour market programmes. It is important to emphasize that – whereas the design of these
programmes originates in OECD countries and the majority of programmes are currently
implemented there – the framework is in general applicable to any country.
The objectives and impacts that the framework refers to regard primarily the direct effects, i.e.
increasing, for instance, participants’ employment chances and earnings. Besides these direct effects,
it is often important to take effects on non-treated entities into account. The programme evaluation
literature in economics distinguishes several types of potential indirect effects – also called general
equilibrium effects – of labour market programmes, of which displacement effects (jobs created by
one programme at the expense of other jobs) are the most important. They are also referred to as
“crowding out”. Other indirect effects are deadweight effects (the programme subsidizes hiring that
would also have occurred in the absence of the programme) and substitution effects (jobs created for a
certain category of workers replace jobs for other categories because relative wage costs have
changed). For ease of exposition the following discussion of programme types summarizes these
distortionary effects as “displacement”.
Other indirect effects exist, such as tax effects (the effects of taxation required to finance the
programmes on the behaviour of everyone in society). Also, they need not necessarily be negative:
systemic or market-wide changes (for instance, take-up of improved training practices by nonsupported enterprises and training institutions) may increase the scale of intervention effects. The
main conclusion of this discussion is that impact estimates from an individual-level analysis may
provide only incomplete information about the full impact of the intervention (For further discussion
see e.g. Heckman et al. 1999).
2.2.1 Job Search Assistance

Job search assistance are programmes with the purpose to raise individual jobseekers’ search effort,
and in general the efficiency of the search process and the quality of the resulting job matches. Job
search assistance programmes come in various sub-types and can comprise several components: (i)
job search training, (ii) counselling, (iii) monitoring, (iv) job clubs. Finally, also (v) sanctions, applied
in the case in which job search requirements are not complied with, belong to this category, since they
also aim at increasing the efficiency of the job search and job match process.
One implication of this programme type is that job search assistance will have only a short run effect
unless getting a job changes preferences or future employability. In a best case scenario, job search
assistance can therefore have positive but quantitatively small impacts. In the worst case long-term
effects may be zero or slightly negative, if the impulse brought about by this programme is not
sufficient.

3

A concise version of this framework is also presented in Kluve (2014).
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There is some risk of displacement effects, especially in a low-demand market. Also negative
stigmatization through placement by the Public Employment Service (PES) is theoretically
conceivable. Government costs, though, are typically low for these programmes. Moreover, it has to
be emphasized that these programmes may play an important role in a rapidly changing environment
to address information failures in the labour market (e.g. asymmetric or lack of information about
current and future skills required in the labour market; lack of information about location and
existence of job opportunities). Such information failures typically arise in one of two contexts; first,
during structural adjustments, e.g. transition periods, or, secondly, during recessions.
2.2.2 (Labour market) training

The second category, training programmes, comprises all programmes aimed at increasing human
capital. Training can be seen as the "classic" active labour market policy and constitutes the
programme type that is most frequently implemented worldwide. The purpose of raising human
capital and attenuating skills mismatch is attained through a set of training components: i) Classroom
vocational / technical training, ii) work practice (on-the-job training), iii) Basic skills training (math,
language), iv) life skills training (socio-affective, non-cognitive skills), v) Job insertion. The latter
component may be combined with other training components, or provided as an intervention per se
and then belong to the first ALMP category above. In practice, training programmes may be
composed of all components, of just one component, or of any combination of several components. It
is currently one key question for researchers working on ALMP effectiveness to understand better the
exact interplay and resulting impact between the set of training components.
The implications of this programme type are that training takes time, therefore negative treatment
effects on participants’ employment probability in the short-run are to be expected (so-called “lock-in
effects”). Due to the human capital accumulation, however, the long-run effect will be positive, and
likely sizeable. Negative effects will occur if the contents of the training are obsolete or useless. The
displacement effect is likely small in the case of training. Government costs for sponsoring training
are medium to high.
2.2.3 Private sector incentive programmes

The third type of active intervention, private sector incentive programmes, comprise all interventions
aimed at creating incentives that alter employer and/or worker behavior regarding private sector
employment. The most prominent programme in this category – in OECD countries especially – is a
wage subsidy. The objective of subsidies is to encourage employers to hire new workers or to
maintain jobs that would otherwise be broken up. These subsidies can either be direct wage subsidies
to employers or financial incentives to workers for a limited period of time. They frequently target
long-term unemployed and more disadvantaged individuals.
The second main type of subsidized private sector employment is self-employment assistance:
Unemployed individuals who start their own business will receive grants or loans and sometimes also
advisory support for a fixed period of time. Cross-cutting entrepreneurship programmes that combine
financial support and training have been increasingly used in emerging economies and developing
countries, often with a larger emphasis on the training component relative to the grant/loan component
(cf., for instance, McKenzie and Woodruff 2014, Fiala 2013). Technical training for self-employment
may include business skills (e.g. mentoring or bookkeeping), literacy and life skills.
The main purpose of private sector incentive programmes is to improve the job matching process and
increase labour demand. There is also typically some limited human capital accumulation through
work practice, and a culturization effect. With respect to ex ante implications, this type of programme
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will also only have a positive effect in the short-run, unless the subsidized work changes preferences
for work or future employability (the so-called “job ladder effect”, i.e. workers prove their
productivity to the firm and remain in employment beyond the duration of the subsidy). The risk of
displacement effects is particularly high for these programmes, as it is difficult to completely avoid
scenarios in which, for instance, subsidized firms improve their market position relative to nonsubsidized firms, or hirings of subsidized workers occur that would have occurred also in the absence
of the subsidy. Also government costs are expected to be high.
There may potentially be scope, however, to use a variant of wage subsidies as some type of ShortTerm Working Arrangement (STWA) in a restructuring process or a recession: Rather than laying off
workers, create a – transitory – incentive for firms to retain workers through a model that allows firms
to reduce working hours, and that partly subsidizes the wage on actual hours worked and partly
replaces the earnings that workers forego because of the reduction in hours. Such a programme would
allow firms to retain human capital in the firm (and potentially re-skill it on-the-job) while going
through a difficult phase. This intervention type would essentially be a hybrid of wage subsidy and
income support, i.e. of active and passive labour market policy.
2.2.4 Public sector employment

Finally, direct employment programmes in the public sector focus on the direct creation and provision
of public works or other activities that produce public goods or services. These measures are typically
targeted at the most disadvantaged individuals, pursuing the aim to keep them in contact with the
labour market and preclude loss of human capital during a period of unemployment. To some extent
they may also increase labour demand. Also, they can serve as a safety net (of last resort).
Government costs are typically high.
The implications of this programme type are that direct employment programmes will only have a
short run effect (on public employment) unless work changes preferences or future employability.
There is also a high risk of displacement effects. Finally, the created jobs are often additionally
generated jobs not close to the actual labour market. In light of these implications it is typically
difficult to justify public job creation as a policy that increases individual employment probability and
leads to net creation of jobs; rather, it often seems to serve as a social policy keeping the most
disadvantaged close to the labour market and providing them with an income, and/or to keep
aggregate unemployment figures low by providing public jobs instead of purely “passive” income
replacement.
2.2.5 Target groups

The majority of ALMPs are general-purpose, i.e. serve a relatively broad target population. Often,
however, programmes are designed for specific groups in the labour market, such as disabled
jobseekers, the long-term unemployed or elderly workers. The one particular target group most
frequently addressed by ALMP are youths. These youth labour market interventions then target
“disadvantaged” and “vulnerable” youths. It is thus useful to define who are the youths that fall under
these categories. First and foremost, these are all unemployed and out-of-job youths. In OECD
countries, typically, they will be receiving some kind of welfare benefits. More generally, the lowskilled and school drop-outs are considered vulnerable. In middle to low income countries
disadvantaged youths are those without or with limited access to education and the formal labour
market. Finally, ALMP may also target the inactive group of youths who are not in employment,
education or training (the so-called NEETs).

6
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2.2.6 Summary of programme types and mechanisms

Table 1 summarizes the main features of the framework presented in the previous subsections.
Table 1. Summary of key features of active labour market programmes
Public
employment

Classroom training; Work
practice; Basic skills
training; life skills training

Private sector
incentives
Wage subsidies; Selfemployment assistance:
start-up grants

Low

Medium / high

High

High

Short-run effect

Positive

Negative

Positive

Positive

Long-run effect
(best case)

Small positive

Large Positive

Small positive

Zero to small
positive

Long-run effect
(worst case)

Small negative

Small negative

Negative

Large negative

Displacement

Medium

Low

High

High

Job Search Assistance

Training

Job search training;
counselling; monitoring;
job clubs; sanctions
Government cost

Source: Author’s elaboration.

3. The evidence so far
This section reviews the evidence on ALMP that has been generated so far. The first two subsections
look at the ways in which knowledge on ALMP effectiveness is generated: from individual
programme evaluations (section 3.1) and from systematic reviews / meta-analyses (section 3.2).
Section 3.3 follows with a brief summary of the general evidence on ALMPs, while section 3.4 looks
at the findings available for LAC from previous studies.

3.1 Ways to generate knowledge (i) – Individual programme evaluations
In order to learn about which active labour market policy to use in a given context for a given target
group, it is crucial to assess the effectiveness of single, particular interventions. Such a programme
evaluation (=effectiveness analysis, impact evaluation) not only informs the programme implementer
(i.e. the policy maker) on whether the programme has achieved its objective(s), it also generates
implications regarding the potential continuation, re-design, or termination of the programme.
Moreover, evaluations of particular programmes typically generate knowledge that can extend to
similar programmes in different contexts.
The objective of an impact evaluation is to estimate the causal effect of a programme / intervention /
treatment – e.g. a training programme – on the outcome the programme wants to influence – e.g.
participants’ employment probability. Modern evaluation research uses a counterfactual concept of
causality, which in several steps of methodological development over the last decades has taken on
the shape in which it is used today (Holland 1986). This causal model defines the causal effect of a
treatment as the difference between the factual outcome (“Of the 100 training participants x per cent
found a job”) and the counterfactual case (“What percentage of the same 100 training participants
would have found a job without the programme?”). Clearly, the counterfactual is a hypothetical
construct, it can never be observed in data and must therefore in practice be estimated as rigorously as
possible, typically using some control group design. Randomized Controlled Trials (RCTs) are
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considered the most robust design. Since such a randomized assignment of the eligible target
population into a treatment and control is often not feasible in practice, a set of alternative methods
exists that can be broadly classified into quasi-experimental methods (or “selection on
unobservables”, i.e. typically some other source of randomization can be identified) and nonexperimental methods (“selection on observables”, i.e. methods based on unconfoundedness, see e.g.
Imbens and Wooldridge 2012). This is worth mentioning, since many of the empirical methods for
causal analysis have been developed explicitly in the case of ALMP evaluations (ibid.).4
Looking back at the last two decades, there have been essentially two broad developments regarding
the evaluation of ALMP, one in academia and one in politics / among programme implementers.
These developments have been parallel to some extent, yet they are closely interconnected.
First, there has been an increasing interest by policy makers and programme implementers in general
to evaluate public policies and particular programmes (including pilot interventions) in order be
informed about the effects of these policies. The roots to this development lie in the US, where
already in the 1960s and 1970s – when the first active labour market programmes were introduced
within the Manpower Development and Training Act (MDTA) and the Comprehensive Employment
and Training Act (CETA) – there was a recognition of the fact that the empirical evaluation of these
programmes is crucial to inform policy.5 This recognition marked the beginning of a general
development towards the so-called “evidence-based policy making”.
Clearly, much heterogeneity remains between countries and implementing organizations in the extent
to which they perceive evaluations of labour market interventions as indispensable, and in the extent
to which they promote the implementation of such evaluations. The general trend, however, has been
encouraging. An openness and interest in evidence-based policy making based on programme
evaluation can now be seen also in several middle and low income countries. Specifically in the realm
of development interventions the recent years have seen a surge in rigorous programme evaluation,
often using Randomized Controlled Trials. While substantial heterogeneity in the use of impact
evaluation across countries and regions exists, many promising examples have emerged. Also,
international institutions promoting and supporting the use of rigorous evaluations specifically in
developing countries – such as e.g. 3ie, International Initiative for Impact Evaluation – have
contributed strongly to this development.
The second, and parallel, development has been the development of a set of statistical tools by labour
economists to adequately evaluate ALMP. This methodological debate has contributed strongly to
the advancement of programme evaluation (cf. Heckman et al. 1999, Imbens and Wooldridge 2012).
Moreover, the methodological progress has been accompanied and reinforced across countries by the
increased creation and availability of large administrative data sets accessible to researchers. Many
evaluations of particular programmes also generate new data, e.g. from surveys tailor-made to the
specific evaluation.
The two developments taken together – i.e. the increased interest by decision-makers in evaluation
results and evidence-based policy making, and the increased capacity of researchers to provide such
4

A review of the toolbox of impact evaluation methods is beyond the scope of this paper. Many such reviews
exist, ranging e.g. from the more technical overviews (Imbens and Wooldridge 2009) to guides oriented towards
program practitioners (e.g. Gertler et al. 2011).
5

In the US, the debate on the evaluation of public policies was immediately connected to the methodological
debate, i.e. the recognition of the fact that experimental evidence is needed to properly assess program effects
and inform policy accordingly, see e.g. Ashenfelter (2014).
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evidence – have resulted in a significant body of evidence on the effectiveness of active labour market
programmes across (mostly) OECD countries but also worldwide. The subsequent sections show how
this knowledge base can be summarized, and what the results are to date.

3.2 Ways to generate knowledge (ii) – Systematic reviews
The multitude of particular impact evaluation studies that have been produced across countries can
essentially be surveyed and summarized in two different ways, both subsumed under the heading
“Systematic review”. The first way is the traditional literature survey, also called a “narrative review”.
In the context of ALMP effectiveness such systematic, narrative assessments have repeatedly been
competently done by the OECD; see e.g. Martin and Grubb (2001) and OECD (2007).
The second way to summarize the evidence is a “quantitative review” using a meta-analysis. The
knowledge on the effectiveness of active labour market programmes, for instance, has been
summarized in the meta-analyses by Greenberg et al. (2003), Kluve (2010) and Card et al. (2010). A
systematic quantitative review specifically focusing on developing countries – with somewhat limited
analytical potential due to a limited number of available evaluations – is Betcherman et al. (2004).
A meta-analysis is a study in which a set of individual impact evaluations that analyze the same (or
similar) research question are collected and assembled in a meta-dataset. The collection of individual
studies follows a so-called “protocol” that specifies criteria on the basis of which studies are included
in the meta data (or left out). The studies by Kluve (2010) and Card et al. (2010), for instance, only
include evaluations of active labour market programmes that estimate programme effects using some
variant of a control group design. Once the meta data are assembled following a systematic search
identifying relevant studies, they can be analyzed using (typically simple) statistical tools to identify
systematic patterns in the data. Section 4 will use such an approach based on two new sample of
ALMP evaluations – one worldwide generated within a parallel research project (Card et al. 2015)
and one for LAC generated specifically for this project – to produce new, updated evidence on
programme effectiveness.

3.3 General findings on ALMP effectiveness
The previous studies analyzing ALMP mentioned above have identified strong systematic patterns of
effectiveness by programme type.
i.

Impact evaluations of job search assistance programmes (including sanctions) find that these
programmes are often effective. This is particularly the case looking at their short-term
impact during the first year after programme participation. Since these are typically relatively
low-cost interventions, they also have a higher likelihood of being cost-effective.

ii.

Impact evaluations of wage subsidy programmes also indicate that these seem to be very
effective, also in the medium-run (Card et al. 2015, but see (iv.) below).

iii.

At the same time, evaluations of public employment indicate that these programmes are not
effective in increasing participants’ employment chances. In fact, they often even seem to
cause negative treatment effects, in particular in the longer run, presumably through
stigmatization and/or types of public works that cannot even maintain participants’ pretreatment human capital.

iv.

The questions with wage subsidies are, though, whether a) there are any sustained positive
employment effects in the long run, and b) whether distortionary general equilibrium effects
(such as substitution, displacement, and deadweight loss, discussed above) can really be ruled
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out. To date these issues have not been convincingly addressed in programme evaluation
research.6 Another issue with wage subsidies is that potential distortions in the labour market
become more likely the larger the scale of the intervention. That is, wage subsidies may fit for
specific target groups in well-defined contexts (sectors, regions), but may not seem to be good
candidates for large-scale public policy.
v.

Programme impacts on average have not become more positive over time. As two metaanalyses show, this seems to be the case both for the US (Greenberg et al. 2003) and for
programmes worldwide (Card et al. 2010, with most observations in the data coming from
OECD countries). As the US studies are based on randomized controlled trials, this finding
likely implies that programmes have in fact not improved over time. For the larger sample of
evaluations worldwide, on the other hand, there is the conjecture that programmes indeed
have improved over time to some extent – but in the aggregate data this development is
neutralized by the fact that early programme evaluations based on limited data and evaluation
methods were more likely to produce overly positive results, while more recent evaluations
using large data sets and rigorous methods come closer to measuring the “true” programme
effect.

vi.

Labour market training programmes are modestly effective, if one looks at the overall picture
emerging from all evaluations to date: Training programme evaluations show that short-term
impacts are small in size and often not significantly different from zero. However, since skills
training is the most popular, most frequently used programme and theoretically also the most
promising one – due to the human capital formation component – it is worth looking
specifically at the time pattern found in recent research on training, and the evidence on
programme sequencing:

vii.

First, there is increasing evidence that raining impacts may materialize in the long-run,
sometimes even the very long-run (Lechner et al. 2011). In particular, the meta-analysis by
Card et al. (2010) finds that medium-run and long-run impacts of ALMP are more positive
than the short-run impacts. This finding will be corroborated and strengthened substantially
by the evidence depicted in section 4 below, which finds that this timing pattern is
particularly pronounced for skills training.

viii.

Second, there is also increasing evidence that the most effective programme sequence for
unemployed individuals (in OECD countries) is (i) intensive job-search assistance with
counseling and monitoring first, effectuating positive short-term effects, and in a second step
(ii) training, effectuating positive medium- to long-run effects due to human capital
accumulation (Hotz et al. 2006). This result on the sequencing pattern is again reinforced by
the findings presented in section 4.

ix.

One general result of ALMP research is that early intervention is better than late intervention.
This general result has two dimensions: First, in OECD countries it means that unemployed
jobseekers should be helped with an active intervention as early as possible in the
unemployment spell. Second, from a broader perspective it means that policy should focus on
interventions at earlier stages in the educational cycle, to avoid that individuals become
disadvantaged (young) adults in need of ALMP in the first place. This conclusion can be
justified with economic reasoning (early skills formation results in a longer payoff period)
and also with the importance of capacity building, including social skills, before adulthood
(Urzúa and Puentes 2010).

6

There are a few recent papers that explicitly focus on estimating general equilibrium effects, i.e. there are
important advances in this research field. Crépon et al. (2013) and Gautier et al. (2014) use experimental data
for France and Denmark, respectively, while Martins et al. (2014) implement an RD design. The former two
find some evidence of displacement effects, while the latter does not. All three studies look at Job Search
Assistance programs.
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x.

The effectiveness of comprehensive programme types combining several components (Job
Corps in the US, New Deal for the Young People in UK; to some extent also the Jóvenes
programmes in LAC, see following subsection) also points to the importance of building
integrated structures of skill formation. One aspect in this regard is the institutional
relationship between vocational training programmes and the formal education system.

xi.

The evidence on ALMP from OECD countries shows that youths constitute the target group
that is particularly difficult to assist effectively. Relative to adult ALMP, youth programmes
are significantly less likely to effectuate positive impacts. This persistent finding is notably
different from the evidence for other regions, most prominently Latin America and the
Caribbean (LAC), where often the youth programmes are more successful (see e.g. Ibarrarán
and Rosas 2009 and more discussion below).

xii.

Regarding the reasons for the dismal performance of youth programmes in OECD countries
one can only speculate: Formal schooling systems in these countries are typically well
developed. The pool of young adults who are (long-term) unemployed consists of individuals
with low qualification and low skills, and of school dropouts without a secondary degree.
Within a labour force that is, on average, fairly well-skilled and has a large fraction of
workers with a tertiary degree, the youths targeted by ALMP are therefore a very
disadvantaged group, and may thus be difficult to assist. Across regions, the developed
countries have among the strongest linear negative correlation between educational level
attained and probability of being unemployed.

xiii.

Another factor that might play a role are two-tier labour markets in which the “insiders” are
rather well-protected, making it difficult for “outsiders”, in particularly the young and/or lowskilled, to enter (France and Spain are typically cited as examples). This structural
phenomenon may play a role for ALMP effectiveness: If the obstacles generated by labour
market institutions are too high, even an effective ALMP may not be enough to help youths
across that obstacle. In fact, there is some indication of a systematic relationship between a
high degree of employment protection legislation and ineffective youth ALMP, i.e. indeed
youth programmes are less likely to work in a labour market with restrictive regulations
(Kluve 2012).

xiv.

The few youth programmes that do seem to work are those that are comprehensive in their
programme design, and intensive in their implementation. The two most important examples
of successful youth programmes in OECD countries are Job Corps in the US (Schochet et al.
2008) and the New Deal for Young People in the UK (NDYP; e.g. van Reenen 2003, Dorsett
2006). While, clearly, both programmes differ in many details, they share the core features of
comprehensiveness and high intensity: In each case, the programme components comprise
job-search assistance, counseling, training, and placement services.

3.4 Previous evidence for LAC
Moving from the more general ALMP experience to LAC, one interesting finding is that youth
programmes seem to be more likely to be effective in countries of LAC than in OECD countries
(Ibarrarán and Rosas 2009). It is also worth noting that this finding stands against the background of
relatively rigid labour market institutions, as shown by a comparison of the rigidity of employment
index in LAC and other main regions (Figure 3 in the Appendix). However, the “true” level of
stringency of legislation might be considerably below the one reported in the indicator: due to, for
instance, gaps in enforcement and high levels of informality. It is thus difficult to make any clear
connection between the positive results for youth training in LAC and contextual labour market
regulations.
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A review of the effectiveness of training programmes on labour market performance conducted a few
years ago by Urzúa and Puentes (2010) for the Inter-American Development Bank (IDB) summarizes
the findings of programme evaluations worldwide and other reviews (including Betcherman et al.
2004, Betcherman et al. 2007, Ibarrarán and Rosas 2009, Kluve 2010). Table 2 presents the evidence
that Urzúa and Puentes (2010) draw together for LAC.

Table 2. Ranking and evidence on the impact of labour market training programmes in LAC
Country / Programme name / Execution period

Evaluation

Result

Dominican Republic/Juventud y Empleo/1999

****

(+0)

Colombia/Jóvenes en Acción/2002-2005

****

(+)

Uruguay/ProJoven/1996-1997

****

(+)

Chile/Chile Joven/1995-1997

***

(+)

Argentina/ProEmpleo/1998-2000

***

(+0)

Argentina/Proyecto Joven/1994-1998

**

(+0)

Mexico/Probecat y SICAT/1984-

**

(+0)

Chile/Chile Joven/ Phase I 1991-1995 and Phase II 1996-2002

**

(+)

Peru/ProJoven/1996

**

(+)

Panama/ProCaJoven/2002

**

(+0)

Argentina/Programa Joven/1996-1997

**

(+)

Colombia/Servicio Nacional de Aprendizaje (SENA)/1996-1997

**

0

Mexico/Probecat/1984-1994

**

0

Bolivia/Entra 21 - Alianza Quipus/April 2004-July 2005

**

0

Brasil-São Paulo/Entra 21 - Alienza CEPRO/2003-July 2005
Brasil-Salvador/Entra 21 - Alianza Instituto de Hospitalidade/2003-July
2006
Chile/Programa de Formación de Oficios para Jóvenes de Escasos
Recursos/1998-2000
Colombia-Medellin/Entra 21 y Alianya COMFENALCO/Phase I 20022005 and Phase II 2005
Colombia-Cartagena/Entra 21 y Alianza INDUSTRIAL/2002-2005

**

0

**

0

**

(-0)

**

0

**

0

Dominican Republic/Entra 21 y Alianza ISA/2003-2006

**

0

El Salvador/Entra 21 y Alianza AGAPE/2003-2005

**

0

Mexico/Entra 21 y Alianza CIPEC/2004-2007

**

0

Honduras/Entra 213 y Alianza COSPEA/2004-2005

**

0

Paraguay/Entra 213 y Alianza CIRD/2003-2005

**

0

Peru/Entra 213 y Alianza ALTERNATIVA/2003-2005

**

0

Uruguay/Opción Joven/1994-1997

**

(+)

Peru/Jóvenes Emprendedores

**

(+0)

Peru/Jóvenes Creadores de Microempresas

**

(+)

Chile/Chile Joven/1991-1995

*

(+)

Brasil/PLANFOR/1996-1998

*

0

Mexico/Probecat/1984-1994

*

0

Honduras/Entra 21 y Alianza CARDEH/2004-2005

*

0

Brasil/Programa Primero Empleo/1999

*

0

Colombia/Proyecto de Servicios Integrados para Jóvenes/2000-2003

*

0

Source: Urzúa and Puentes(2010), "Cuadro 4"
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The first column presents the training programme (Country / Programme name / Execution period).
The second column classifies the evaluation method used to estimate the programme effect. Four stars
**** indicate experimental evaluations with a substantial number of outcome variables considered;
three stars *** indicate experimental evaluations with a limited number of outcome variables; two
stars ** indicate non-experimental evaluations with a substantial number of outcome variables
considered (and including cost-benefit analyses); and one star * indicates non-experimental
evaluations with few outcome variables.7 The third column presents evaluation results: (+) indicates
robust positive effects, (+0) largely positive, (0) not significantly different from zero, (-0) largely
negative, (-) negative and robust.
The table covers 38 studies and gives a comprehensive and largely complete overview on the
knowledge on the effectiveness of training programmes in LAC (at the time of the review 2010). The
review of youth programmes in LAC presented in Puerto (2007) using the Youth Employment
Inventory covers a larger number of studies (68 in total), but only 17 evaluations estimate net impacts
using some variant of a control group design. While not exclusively focused on youth programmes in
compiling the studies, Table 2 shows that the large majority of training programmes implemented in
LAC indeed focus on youths. In fact, only 6 of the 38 programme evaluations reviewed do not
specifically target youths (Argentina / ProEmpleo, México / probecat (3), Colombia / SENA, Brazil /
PLANFOR).
The largest part of the table is thus taken up by the “Jóvenes” programmes that were implemented in a
set of countries (Argentina, Chile, Colombia, Dominican Republic, Mexico, Peru, Panama). The
Jóvenes programmes have represented the prototypical model of a comprehensive intervention for
youths to increase skills and improve employment chances in LAC since 1991. Following the first of
its type, “Chile Joven”, the Jóvenes model typically targets disadvantaged young workers of 16-29
years of age. Other targeting criteria are income levels, education, and regional coverage (within
countries): Participants are poor youth with low levels of education – high school at most,
unemployed, or underemployed (Puerto 2007).
Three main features characterize the Jóvenes model (Ibarrarán and Rosas 2009). First, the financing
of the training is separated from the provision of training. The government selects training courses
competitively, through a process – a public bidding system – in which private and (in most cases)
public firms or training institutions can participate. Second, the nature of the training is demand
driven. That is, the government does not set what the content of the training courses should be.
Instead, training institutions coordinate courses and internships, balancing the needs of the productive
sector (demand) with the skills taught in the programme (supply). Third, the intervention is a “multiservice approach” (Puerto 2007) that, most importantly, combines an initial classroom-training phase
with a subsequent internship / work experience phase in firms. The training concerns basic and
specific trades, and is complemented by life skills, job search assistance, counseling and information.

7

Whereas the table gives a comprehensive and sound overview of training programs in LAC, the
methodological characterization using the * indicators does not always provide a clear mapping to the
methodological rigor of the evaluation (e.g. because the number of outcomes considered does not give a direct
indication of the quality of the study). Typical requirements for a rigorous impact evaluation would be the
inclusion of a control group to measure the counterfactual, and some intentional approach to address selection
bias. Since these requirements enter into the search protocol that identifies evaluation studies to be included in a
meta-analysis (section 4), all studies in Table 2 below Mexico’s Probecat 1984-1994 evaluation would not be
included for lack of rigor. Also, regarding the ProJoven evaluation in Uruguay it is not resolved whether this
study (Naranjo 2002) actually is based on an RCT as classified in the table.
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Employers and participants receive financial incentives such as wage subsidies and daily stipends,
respectively, to guarantee participation.
The findings of the Jóvenes evaluations are discussed in detail in Ibarrarán and Rosas (2009). Table 3
presents a summary overview of the impacts and cost-benefit analyses of six of the Jóvenes
programmes (Argentina, Chile, Colombia, Dominican Republic, Peru, and Panama). Across countries
the results indicate that the programmes tend to significantly increase individual employment chances,
in particular for women. The point estimates range from around 5 to around 20 percentage points
relative to the control group. The programmes also seem to effectuate significant earnings gains for
the participants, ranging from 10 to around 25 per cent increases. The cost-benefit analyses for four of
the programmes indicate that positive net present values can be attained, requiring from about 1 up to
12 years of positive benefits. The latter figure implies that in some instances the implementation of a
comprehensive programme of the Jóvenes type can incur substantial costs.
Table 3. Impact and Cost-benefit analysis of the Jóvenes programmes
Country

Increase in employment

Increase in earnings

Cost-benefit analysis

Argentina:
Proyecto Joven

10% (women)

10% (monthly wages)

NPV > 0 if 12 years of positive
benefits (DR = 5%)

Chile:
Chile Joven

21% (individuals younger
than 21 years old, women)

26%

—

Colombia:
Jóvenes en Acción

5% (women)

18% (men), 35% (women)

IRR = 4.5% (men), 13.5%
(women)

Dominican Republic:
Juventud y Empleo

Not significant

10%

NPV > 0 if 2 years of positive
benefits (DR = inflation)

Peru:
ProJoven

6%

18% (hourly)

NPV > 0 if 7 years of positive
benefits (DR = 5%)
IRR > 4%

Panama:
ProCaJoven

10–12% (women and
Panama City residents)

Not significant

NPV > 0 if 1 year of positive
benefits (IR = DR)

Source: Kluve, Rother and Sanchez Puerta (2012). Details on the individual evaluations are given in Ibarrarán and Rosas
(2009).
Notes: Employment changes are differences in percentage points relative to the control group. Earnings changes are %
changes. “—“ = not available; DR: discount rate; IR: interest rate; IRR: internal rate of return; NPV = net present value.

In sum, the Jóvenes programmes bring about small positive earnings gains (the data are considered
not too reliable for precise estimates) as well as positive employment effects for their participants,
where higher gains in employment probability are obtained, in general, among women and younger
people. Ibarrarán and Rosas (2009) emphasize that, conditional on employment, there are large and
significant impacts on job quality (measured by getting a formal job, having a contract and/or
receiving health insurance as a benefit). This is seen as an important result in a region that is
characterized by the low quality of jobs.
The second programme type for which knowledge regarding (youth) ALMP in LAC has been
generated is ENTRA 21. The first phase of the programme comprised 35 projects in 18 countries and
lasted from 2002 until 2007. ENTRA 21 is financed by the Multilateral Investment Fund (MIF), with
the International Youth Foundation (IYF) as co-financing institution and executing agency. The
programme targets disadvantaged young people of 16-29 years of age. It consists of a short-term skills
training comprising information technology skills and life skills, combined with placement services.
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Despite this common framework, the specific intervention types are quite heterogeneous across
countries and local implementing partners.
During the first phase ENTRA 21 had nearly 20,000 participants. While there were no rigorous
impact evaluations conducted, across countries qualitative evaluations based on tracer studies point to
increased employment chances of participants, increased school (re-) enrollment rates, and high levels
of satisfaction with the programme on the part of the youths.8 The intervention model continues the
demand-driven aspect of the Jóvenes programmes, aiming to provide businesses with skilled IT
workers. In follow-up surveys businesses also reported high levels of satisfaction with participants, in
particular their life skills. During the first phase of ENTRA 21, beneficiaries had on average higher
education levels than the participants in the Jóvenes programmes, since they were typically required
to hold (or pursue) a secondary degree.
The third type of youth ALMP for which empirical evidence has been produced – besides the Jóvenes
and ENTRA 21 programmes – concerns entrepreneurship. The evidence is limited, however, and
mainly two programmes from Perú – “Jóvenes Emprendedores” and “Jóvenes Creadores de
Microempresas” – are cited and reviewed in the literature (e.g. Puerto 2007, Urzúa and Puentes 2010).
The target groups of both programmes were 15-25-year old and 18-30-year old (“Jóvenes
Emprendedores”) youths with at least three years of secondary education, and – preferably, but not
necessarily – some entrepreneurial experience. Participants received a combination of business skills
and practical training, counseling, and a loan or grant. The evaluations found positive impacts on the
probability of maintaining a business. This positive effect was more expressed for those participants
who already owned a micro-enterprise when starting the programme.

4. Meta-analytical results on ALMP effectiveness
The empirical part of the study adds to the review of prior evidence (section 3) by providing estimates
of ALMP effectiveness from a new sample of impact evaluation studies. A large part of this sample
was collected as part of a parallel study (Card et al. 2015), and meta-analytical results arising from
this sample of ALMP evaluations worldwide will be presented in section 4.1 first. Building on this
sample (and applying the inclusion criteria and coding sheet specified therein), this research project
aimed at constructing a new meta-analytical data base specifically for Latin America. Empirical
results from this sample for LAC are then presented in section 4.2.
The systematic search to compile the database of ALMP evaluations proceeded in the spirit of Card et
al. (2010, 2015) and Kluve (2010) and specified as key inclusion criteria:
i.
Microeconometric studies assessing treatment effects at the individual level;
ii.

Empirical academic studies controlling for selection into treatment and control groups;

iii.

Studies evaluating particular programmes (i.e. no pooling of programmes);

iv.

Studies assessing effects relative to non-participation, not relative to other programmes.

8
The results reported in Table 2 taken from the Urzúa and Puentes (2010) paper, Cuadro 4, do not seem fully
consistent with the individual ENTRA 21 evaluations reported in both the complete overview table “Cuadro
A3” in Urzúa and Puentes (2010) and the Youth Employment Inventory. In both of the latter sources ENTRA 21
programs are classified as “basic evaluations” not estimating net impacts, and programs are found to have a
positive effect. In Table 2 / Cuadro 4, however, ENTRA 21 evaluations are classified as ** (i.e. nonexperimental evaluation with many outcome variables), and program effectiveness as not significantly different
from zero (0).
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In addition, papers had to be available in an English-language version. In a few cases, studies were
excluded during the coding process, if necessary information could not be extracted (e.g. no standard
errors provided with the impact estimates). The data base constructed specifically for LAC also
allowed for the inclusion of Spanish-language impact studies.
The sampling frame comprises the following sources to identify relevant ALMP impact evaluation
studies (following the sampling approach in Card et al. 2010 and 2015): Studies conducted by
researchers in the IZA fellow network working on “programme evaluation”; studies by researchers in
the NBER’s “labour studies” network; studies contained in relevant cumulative data bases such as
3ie’s “Repository of Published Impact Evaluation Studies” (RIEPS) and relevant review papers (such
as Ibarrarán and Rosas 2009); studies citing Card et al. (2010) or Kluve (2010), as identified by a
Google Scholar search.
For the database for LAC, additional sources were used to identify relevant impact evaluations. The
first data source were studies that ILO researchers had identified during their process of compiling a
compendium of the active labour market policies previously or currently in place in LAC. A second
data source were studies contained in the systematic reviews of Sanz (2012) and Vezza (2013). A
third data source were studies contained in the online evaluation hub of the Inter-American
Development Bank. All additional studies originating from these sources (65 total) were screened for
matching the inclusion criteria and, to the extent that these were satisfied, were coded into the
database (26 total). The main reasons for not being included were duplicate studies of programmes
already coded into the database and interventions that were not related to active labour market
policies.
The key data extracted for each impact evaluation study comprise (inter alia): year(s) of programme
operation; country; programme type; target group: gender and age; programme duration; pilot vs.
operating programme; estimation method; identification strategy; type of covariate adjustment; and
sample size. The meta-analysis uses these explanatory factors to correlate with the following measure
of estimated programme effects: trinomial outcome, (-1) statistically negative, (0) insignificant (zero),
(+1) statistically positive. All programme effects are coded (if available) for the short-term (<=12
months post-treatment), medium-term (12-24 months) and long-term (<24 months). The larger data
set of Card et al. (2015) also codes effect sizes for those evaluations that look at the post-treatment
employment probability as outcome.
In a second step, these study-level data extracted from the individual paper are combined with other
data sources capturing contextual factors: labour market institutions (EPL indices, minimum wages);
macro-economic conditions (unemployment rate, GDP growth); aggregate socio-demographic factors
(educational variables; population characteristics); ideally, and most importantly, also: ALMP
spending (per cent of GDP). These contextual data were collected from economic indicator databases
provided by the World Bank and the OECD. Typically, data availability is much better for OECD
countries than for non-OECD countries.
The resulting data set is a “stacked” version of the data, in which multiple observations per study are
generated if the study contains separate impact estimates for the following: short-, medium, and longterm and programme/participant group (PPS) as defined by different programme types and participant
subgroup (age and gender). Overall, the data comprise 526 separate PPS’s from a total of 207
evaluation studies, and a total of 857 separate programme estimates for the 526
programme/participant subgroups. This is a substantial extension from the data used in Card et al.
2010 (199 impact estimates from 97 studies).
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Figure 4 in the Appendix gives an overview of the distribution of these impact estimates over time.
Note that the numbers reported are sorted by the year in which the programme evaluated began to
operate, hence the small numbers for 2011 and 2012 (the evaluations for programmes starting since
2011 are mostly still underway). The figure shows a generally upward trend, with some accumulation
of evaluations in the early 2000s. The dark shaded part of the bins indicates the number of RCTs and
shows a clear increasing trend in the usage of experimental methods: in particular, among the 210
estimates from 2004 and later, 61 per cent are from randomized designs.
Table 4 presents an overview of the programme estimates in the new meta-sample of ALMP
evaluations worldwide. As noted above, there a total of 857 different impact estimates for 526
different PPS's (programme-type/participant subgroup combinations) extracted from 207 separate
studies. Column 1 of the table presents the characteristics of the overall sample, while columns 2-6
summarize the estimates from five main subgroups of countries: Austria, Germany and Switzerland
(the "Germanic" countries), which account for about one quarter of all studies; Denmark, Finland,
Norway and Sweden (the "Nordic" countries), which account for another quarter of studies; Australia,
Canada, New Zealand, U.K. and U.S. (the "Anglo Saxon" countries), which account for just over 10
per cent of studies; and two non-mutually exclusive groups of lower and middle income countries –
"non-OECD" countries (10 per cent of studies), and Latin American and Caribbean (LAC) countries
(10 per cent of studies).9 Note that the latter comprises the LAC impact evaluation studies identified
by the sampling scheme applied in Card et al. (2015), and that the augmented LAC sample used in the
region-specific meta-analysis in section 4.2 below is substantially larger.
The second panel of Table 4 shows the classification of programmes into main ALMP categories as
defined in section 2.2: training programmes – including classroom and on-the-job training – account
for about one half of the programme estimates, with bigger shares in the non-OECD and LAC
countries, and a smaller share in the Nordic countries. Job search assistance (JSA) programmes,
private subsidy programmes, and sanction/threat programmes each account for about one-sixth of the
programme estimates, though again there is variability across country groups, with JSA and
sanction/threat programmes being particularly prevalent in the Nordic and Anglo Saxon countries.
Subsidized public sector job programmes are relatively rare in all county groups.
The next three panels of the table show the characteristics of the programme participant groups,
classified by age group, gender, and "type" of participant. About one-half of the estimates are for
mixed age groups and mixed gender groups, but there are also relatively large subsets of estimates
that are specific to either younger or older workers, or females or males. The majority of programme
estimates are for participants who enter from the regular unemployment insurance (UI) system,
though looking at the percentages for the Non-OECD and LAC groups (24 and 0, respectively) this is
clearly driven by the OECD countries. Typically these participants are assigned to a programme and
required to attend as a condition for continuing benefit eligibility, i.e. the ALMP practice is embedded
into the UI system. The remaining estimates are split between programmes that serve the long term
unemployed (LTU) and those that serve "disadvantaged" participant groups. In many cases, LTU and
disadvantaged participants are recruited from the overall population and enroll voluntarily. Such
voluntary programmes are more common in the Anglo Saxon countries and in less developed
countries that lack a formal UI system.

9

That is, the stratification into these main country groups essentially leaves out evaluations from OECD
countries e.g. in Southern or Eastern Europe.
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Table 4. Description of sample of programme estimates
Country of study

Full sample

Austria,
Germany,
Switzerland

Nordic
Countries

US, UK,
Australia, New
Zealand,
Canada

NonOECD

Latin America and
Caribbean

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

Number of estimates
857
Number of PPS's
526
Number of studies
207
Type of programme (%):
Training
49
Job Search Assistance
15
Private Subsidy
14
Public Employment
9
Other
14
Age of programme group (%):
Mixed
59
Youth (<25 years)
21
Older (≥25 years)
20
Gender of programme group (%):
Mixed
54
Males only
22
Females only
23
Type of programme participants (%):
Registered unemployed
65
Long-term unemployed
12
Disadvantaged
23
Outcome of interest (%):
Employment status
57
Earnings
21
Hazard to new job
12
Other hazard
6
Unemployment status
4
Effect measured at (%):
Short Term
48
Medium Term
35
Long Term
16
Experimental Design (%)
19

290
163
52

212
127
48

87
45
24

132
86
33

72
54
19

62
8
17
9
5

17
26
15
10
32

45
22
5
3
25

79
2
11
6
2

97
0
3
0
0

54
12
33

61
20
19

72
15
13

40
53
8

25
69
6

53
24
23

67
18
16

43
25
32

43
23
31

11
44
44

86
8
6

67
10
23

33
25
41

24
7
69

0
0
100

83
8
7
0
2

31
25
25
16
4

26
47
3
2
21

63
36
0
0
1

54
43
0
3
0

42
34
23
0

54
31
16
39

37
40
23
31

47
45
8
28

57
42
1
26

Source: Card et al. (2015)

The next panel in Table 4 shows the outcome variables used to measure the programme impact and
the time horizons of the estimate. The most common outcome – particularly in the Germanic and nonOECD countries – is the probability of employment, while the level of earnings is the most common
metric in the Anglo Saxon countries. About one sixth of the programme estimates – but 40 per cent of
the estimates from Nordic countries – measure the exit rate from the benefit system, typically
focusing on the rate of exit to a new (unsubsidized) job. The category “Other hazard” captures studies
that look at exit from unemployment, and in which the destination state is either more broadly defined
than employment (e.g. continuing education) or unknown. Finally, a small subset of estimates mostly from Anglo Saxon countries – focus on the probability of unemployment. About one half of
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the estimates are for a short term horizon (<1 year) after programme completion, 35 per cent for a
medium term (1-2 years), and 18 per cent for a longer term (more than 2 year after).
The last row of the table shows the fraction of programme estimates that are based on an experimental
design. In most of the country groups about 30 per cent of estimates come from randomized
controlled trials (RCT's) that have been explicitly designed to measure the effectiveness of the ALMP
of interest. An important exception are the Germanic countries, where no experimentally based
estimates are yet available, despite being the largest country group in terms of programme estimates
in the sample.

4.1 Findings worldwide: A summary of Card, Kluve and Weber (2015)
Table 5 examines the pattern of ALMP impact estimates over time, i.e. the relation between the short,
medium and long-term estimates. To verify that the pattern holds for a given programme and
participant subgroup – and may not simply be an artefact of heterogeneity across studies – Table 5
analyzes the within-PPS evolution of impact estimates. Specifically, columns 1-3 show the changes in
estimated effect size for the subset of studies for which both short and medium term estimates,
medium and long term estimates, and short and long term estimates, respectively, are observed. The
table shows that estimated effect sizes tend to increase as the time horizon is extended from the short
run to the medium run. The average change between the medium and longer runs is slightly negative,
but overall the short-run to long-run change is still positive.

Table 5. Transitions in programme impacts for a given programme and participant subgroup
Change in effect size

All
Number of studies
By programme type
Training
Number of studies
Job search assist.
Number of studies
Private subsidy
Number of studies
Public sector emp.
Number of studies
Other
Number of studies
Source: Card et al. (2015)

Change in sign/significance

Short- to
medium-term
(1)

Short- to
long-term
(2)

Medium- to
long-term
(3)

Short- to
medium-term
(4)

Short- to
long-term
(5)

Mediumto long-term
(6)

0.043
(0.020)
105

0.037
(0.035)
43

-0.012
(0.007)
47

0.231
(0.055)
225

0.250
(0.103)
100

0.020
(0.052)
102

0.070
(0.018)
70

0.087
(0.035)
28

-0.010
(0.011)
28

0.314
(0.072)
121

0.439
(0.085)
41

0.048
(0.049)
42

0.009
(0.019)
10

-0.005
(0.003)
7

-0.004
(0.006)
7

0.265
(0.095)
34

0.143
(0.167)
21

-0.111
(0.144)
18

-0.055
(0.126)
9

-0.006
(0.156)
2

-0.005
(0.031)
6

0.083
(0.150)
24

0.167
(0.267)
12

-0.062
(0.068)
16

-0.007
(0.070)
10

-0.299
(0.299)
2

-0.039
(0.039)
2

0.158
(0.170)
19

-0.143
(0.494)
7

-0.143
(0.285)
7

0.013
(0.035)
6

-0.048
(0.021)
4

-0.029
(0.012)
4

0.000
(0.108)
27

0.158
(0.182)
19

0.211
(0.092)
19
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Comparing across programme types it is clear that the pattern of rising impacts is driven almost
entirely by training-based programmes, which show a relatively large gain in effect sizes from the
short term to the medium term and only a small decline between the medium and longer runs. The
patterns for the other types of programmes suggest relatively constant or declining effect sizes over
the post-programme time horizon.
Columns 4-6 examine the within-study changes in sign and significance for a broader set of studies.
To do this, Table 5 assigns a value of +1 to PPS estimates that change from insignificant to
significantly positive or from significantly negative to insignificant; 1 to estimates that change from
significantly positive to insignificant or from insignificant to significantly negative; and 0 to estimates
that have the same classification over time. This simple way of summarizing the within-study patterns
points to generally similar conclusions as the changes in effect size, though job search assistance
programmes show more evidence of a rise in impacts from the short-run to the medium run in column
4 than column 1, and private employment subsidies show a more positive trend in impacts from the
short to long run.
Table 6 presents the estimates from a series of regression models for 352 effect size estimates
observed for 200 programme/participant subgroups in 83 different studies. The empirical models pool
the effect sizes for different post-programme horizons and include dummies indicating whether the
programme estimate is for the medium or long term (with short term estimates in the omitted group).
The basic model in column 1 includes only these controls and a set of dummies for the type of
programme (with training programmes in the omitted category). This basic specification finds that the
effect size estimates are larger in the medium and long run, and that public sector employment
programmes are associated with smaller effect sizes.
The model in column 2 introduces additional controls for the type of participant (UI recipients versus
long term unemployed or disadvantaged), their age and gender, the country group in which the
programme was offered, the duration of the programme, and four features of the evaluation: whether
it had an experimental design, the square root of the sample size, whether the study was published,
and the study's citation percentile relative to all studies in the sample released in the same year. These
controls slightly attenuate the growth in effect sizes over longer post-programme horizons but have
little effect on the programme type dummies.
Columns 3 and 4 introduce a parallel set of models that allow the time profiles of post-programme
impacts to vary with the type of programme. In these specifications the "main effects" for each
programme type show the short term impacts relative to training programmes (the omitted type),
while the interactions of programme type with medium term and long term dummies show how the
impacts evolve relative to the profile for training programmes (which are summarized by the main
effects in the first two rows). Three key conclusions emerge from these more flexible specifications.
First, as suggested by the patterns in Table 5, the effect sizes for training programmes tend to rise over
time while the effects for job search assistance and sanction/threat programmes are nearly constant.
Second, public sector employment programmes appear to be relatively ineffective at all time horizons.
Third, the profile for private sector incentive programmes is relatively similar to the profile for
training programmes.
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Table 6. Estimated effect size models
(1)

Dependent variable = estimated effect size
(2)
(3)
(4)

Effect term (omitted = short term)
Medium term
0.071
(0.027)
Long term
0.131
(0.044)
Programme type (omitted = training)
Job search assist.
-0.059
(0.027)
Private subsidy
0.094
(0.068)
Public sector emp.
-0.120
(0.034)
Other
0.036
(0.071)
Interaction with medium term:
Job search assist.

0.056
(0.021)
0.091
(0.038)

0.101
(0.037)
0.097
(0.040)

0.088
(0.025)
0.099
(0.040)

-0.012
(0.043)
0.086
(0.057)
-0.152
(0.044)
0.007
(0.094)

0.002
(0.026)
-0.007
(0.091)
-0.081
(0.055)
0.139
(0.068)

0.029
(0.044)
0.044
(0.099)
-0.084
(0.062)
0.108
(0.098)

-0.098
(0.043)
-0.016
(0.102)
-0.081
(0.070)
-0.133
(0.048)

-0.092
(0.041)
-0.055
(0.104)
-0.09
(0.073)
-0.105
(0.045)

-0.115
(0.041)
0.329
(0.142)
-0.030
(0.081)
-0.239
(0.073)
No
352
0.21

-0.083
(0.052)
0.182
(0.127)
-0.156
(0.108)
-0.273
(0.092)
Yes
352
0.37

Private subsidy
Public sector emp.
Other
Interaction with long term:
Job search assist.
Private subsidy
Public sector emp.
Other
Additional controls
Number of observations
R squared

No
352
0.13

Yes
352
0.33

Source: Card et al. (2015)

Effect sizes are available for only 40 per cent of the overall sample. Therefore, to supplement the
models presented in Table 6, Table 7 displays estimation results from ordered probit (OP) models for
sign and significance for the entire sample. The first 4 columns of Table 7 present a series of OP
models that are analogous to those in Table 6, and fit to the overall sample of programme estimates.
Specifically, the specifications in columns 1 and 3 have no controls other than dummies for medium
and long term horizons and the type of ALMP – in the latter case interacting the type of programme
with the time horizon dummies. Columns 2 and 4 report expanded specifications with additional
control variables. Finally, column 5 of Table 7 repeats the specification from column 4, but fit to the
subsample of 352 programme estimates for which there is an effect size estimate.
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The OP models yield coefficients that are very highly correlated with the corresponding coefficients
from the effect size models, but 4-5 times bigger in magnitude. For example, the correlation of the 14
coefficients from the specification in column 4 of Table 7 with corresponding coefficients from the
specification in column 4 of Table 5 is 0.84. Thus, the OP models confirm that the impacts of job
search assistance and sanction/threat programmes tend to fade relative to the impacts of training
programmes, and that public sector employment programmes are relatively ineffective at all-time
horizons.
The OP models also confirm most conclusions about the differential impacts of ALMP's across
different participant groups and in different countries. Comparing the coefficients of the additional
control variables (omitted here for brevity, but reported in Table 7 in Card et al. 2015), both the effect
size models and the sign/significance models show smaller impacts of programmes on young
participants and older participants, relative to the impacts on mixed age groups, and larger impacts for
long-term unemployed participants. Using the overall sample of programme estimates the OP models
also point to a significantly positive relative impact for disadvantaged participants. In contrast, the
effect size models (and the OP models fit to the effect size sample) yield an insignificant coefficient,
arguably as a consequence of the small number of studies that focus on this group.
One important difference between the effect size models and the OP models concerns the relative
impact of ALMP's on female participants. In the effect size models the estimated coefficients for
female participants are around 0.11 in magnitude, and statistically significant at conventional levels
(with t statistics around 2). In the OP models, by comparison, the corresponding coefficients are
relatively small in magnitude, and far from significant. Further investigation reveals that this
divergence is driven by the upper tail of effect size estimates for female participants, and in particular
by the relatively large effect size estimates for programmes that show a significantly positive effect.
This upper tail of effect sizes does not appear to be driven by a few outliers, but instead reflects a
systematically higher probability of estimating a large positive effect size when the participant group
is limited to females.
A final interesting aspect of the OP models is the pattern of coefficients associated with the choice of
dependent variable. These coefficients show that studies modeling the hazard rate of exiting the
benefit system or the probability of unemployment are significantly more likely to report positive
findings than studies modeling employment (the omitted category) or earnings. Studies that model
the hazard to a new job are also somewhat more likely to obtain positive findings. This implies that
some caution is warranted in interpreting the short term impact estimates from studies that use
outcomes other than employment or earnings.
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Table 7. Ordered Probit models for sign/significance of estimated programme impacts
Dependent variable = ordinal indicator for sign/significance
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

(5)

Effect term (omitted = short term)
Medium term

0.372

0.483

0.563

0.639

0.491

Long term

(0.088)
0.597

(0.099)
0.742

(0.130)
0.901

(0.138)
1.053

(0.145)
1.03

(0.157)

(0.167)

(0.175)

(0.171)

(0.206)

Programme type (omitted = training)
Job search assist.

0.274

0.286

0.531

0.532

0.569

Private subsidy

(0.156)
0.139

(0.168)
0.076

(0.180)
-0.04

(0.197)
-0.132

(0.459)
-0.166

Public sector emp.

(0.189)
-0.677

(0.210)
-0.758

(0.224)
-0.383

(0.263)
-0.489

(0.438)
-1.399

Other

(0.219)
-0.11

(0.228)
-0.205

(0.276)
0.318

(0.279)
0.202

(0.496)
1.148

(0.172)

(0.184)

(0.206)

(0.236)

(0.653)

Interaction with medium term:
Job search assist.

-0.289

-0.283

-0.004

Private subsidy

(0.235)
0.138

(0.249)
0.226

(0.343)
0.353

Public sector emp.

(0.289)
-0.645

(0.311)
-0.573

(0.486)
0.051

Other

(0.285)
-0.764

(0.288)
-0.705

(0.477)
-0.662

(0.226)

(0.245)

(0.278)

Interaction with long term:
Job search assist.

-1.017

-1.022

-0.832

Private subsidy

(0.313)
0.611

(0.294)
0.58

(0.313)
1.274

Public sector emp.

(0.375)
-0.643

(0.387)
-0.675

(0.798)
0.131

Other

(0.490)
-0.999

(0.497)
-1.021

(0.832)
-1.638

(0.353)

(0.375)

(0.430)

Additional controls
Number of observations
Log likelihood
Source: Card et al. (2015)

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

857
-801

857
-765

857
-786

857
-752

352
-283
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4.2 A new sample of ALMP evaluations for LAC
4.2.1 Sample description

Following the sampling procedure detailed at the beginning of section 4, this paper started with the 18
evaluation studies for LAC included in the Card et al. (2015) database, and added 26 impact
evaluation studies for ALMP in LAC identified through a number of sources (the ILO research
department, the IDB’s evaluation hub, previous meta-analyses for LAC, see above). The final stacked
version of the LAC meta data contains 152 impact estimates from a total of 44 studies (the complete
list of these studies is given in the appendix). 91 of the estimates are for short-term impacts, and 61
are for medium-term impacts.10
Figure 5 of the Appendix presents the distribution of countries in the data, separately for the shortand medium-run estimates. The figure shows that the majority of estimates come from Peru, with an
essentially equal number of short- and medium-run estimates, mostly originating from several
evaluations of the “Projoven” programme. Corresponding to the respective size of the country in the
region, Argentina, Chile and Colombia are those countries that are also represented in the data with a
relatively large number of estimates. This is not the case, however, for Brazil and Mexico, both of
which enter with a rather small number of programme evaluation estimates. The Dominican Republic
also has several impact estimates, all originating from different evaluations of the “Juventud y
Empleo” programme. The programme stands out because of the experimental design used for
assessing impacts of several cohorts of training participants. The remaining countries in the data are
Bolivia, El Salvador, Nicaragua, Panama, and Uruguay.
Figures 6 and 7 in the Appendix show the distribution of programme starting times contained in the
LAC meta data. It can be seen that there is a peak of impact estimates from the mid- to late-1990s,
reflecting the evaluations of the original “Jóvenes” programmes. Over the last decade, the number of
estimates remains rather constant, and no increase in evaluation efforts can be deduced from these
figures.
Table 8 presents summary statistics for the LAC meta sample. The first panel looks at the programme
intake group and shows that – quite different from OECD countries (see above) – about 90 per cent of
estimates are for the intake group of “disadvantaged” or “vulnerable” workers, while only about 10
per cent enter as registered unemployment insurance recipients, and none from long-term
unemployment. “Disadvantaged” is typically defined – by programme eligibility rules or the
evaluators – using some measure of low-income (e.g. individuals from lower percentiles of the
household income distribution, or explicitly from relative or absolute poverty) and/or low skills (most
often defined as having no secondary schooling degree). Individuals without work or working in the
informal sector may also be defined as disadvantaged.
Looking at the second panel in Table 8, there is very little variation by ALMP programme type in
LAC. More than 80 per cent of programmes are skills training programmes, and only a few impact
estimates for the other three categories – job search assistance, private sector incentives, public sector
employment – have been produced. This is likely in line with a deliberate focus of labour market
policies in LAC on training programmes over the last two decades. At the same time, the third panel
shows that these programmes are relatively short, falling into either the category of short duration (4
months or less) or medium duration (5-9 months).

10

To be precise, one single long-term estimate was identified in the entire data, and eventually coded with the
medium-term impacts.
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The participant composition is depicted in panels four and five of Table 8. About 40 per cent each of
the available impact estimates are for male and female participants separately, and about 20 per cent
are for pooled gender impacts. Finally, the focus on youth interventions shows in the distribution of
programme estimates by age group: about 70 per cent of impact estimates are for the group of workers
25 years or younger, about 25 per cent are for workers older than 25, and about 5 per cent are for the
pooled age group.
Table 8. LAC meta data: sample summary statistics
Short-run
# Estimates

Medium-run
Per cent

# Estimates

Per cent

Programme intake group
Registered UI

12

13.19

2

3.28

Disadvantaged

79

86.81

59

96.72

LTU

0

0

0

0

76

83.52

50

81.97

Type of programme
Training
Job Search Assistance

3

3.3

4

6.56

Private sector incentive

8

8.79

3

4.92

Public sector employment

4

4.4

4

6.56

Programme duration
Unknown or mixed

20

21.98

9

14.75

4 months or less

25

27.47

24

39.34

5-9 months

46

50.55

28

45.9

Over 9 months

0

0

0

0

Gender of programme group
Pooled

26

28.57

9

14.75

Male only

32

35.16

26

42.62

Female only

33

36.26

26

42.62

Pooled age

28

30.77

14

22.95

Youths

55

60.44

45

73.77

Older workers

8

8.79

2

3.28

Age of programme group

Table 9 presents the evaluation methods used in the studies represented in the LAC meta sample. It
can be seen that about 20 per cent of estimates originate in experimental studies, while the majority of
estimates (about 55 per cent) come from non-experimental designs using a comparison group with
longitudinal data. There are virtually no estimates from duration models for Latin American ALMPs,
and about one quarter of estimates is based on cross-sectional approaches. Looking at the dependent
variable (panel 2), about half of the estimates each considers the probability of employment and
earnings, respectively, as outcomes. Both regression and matching methods are used to adjust for
covariate imbalance between treatment and control groups.
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Table 9. LAC meta data: evaluation methods used
Short-run
# Estimates
Per cent

Medium-run
# estimates
Per cent

Basic methodology
Cross-sectional
Duration with comparison group
Experimental
Longitudinal with comparison group

24
2
8
57

26.37
2.2
8.79
62.64

18
0
16
27

29.51
0
26.23
44.26

Dependent variable
Hazard off register
Probability employed
Earnings

2
44
45

2.2
48.35
49.45

0
32
29

0
52.46
47.54

Covariate adjustment method
Regression
Matching

31
60

34.07
65.93

32
29

52.46
47.54

4.2.2 Results for the full sample

Table 10 depicts an overview of estimated programme impacts. First, it can be noted that only a very
small number of estimates are significantly negative. For this reason, the meta regressions
implemented subsequently (see below) do not use ordered probit models as for the Card et al. (2015)
meta data above, but combine the “significantly negative” and “insignificant” categories into a nonpositive category, and use linear probability models with an indicator “positive significant yes/no
(1/0)” as dependent variable. Second, the descriptive statistics do not suggest that medium-run
estimates are more likely to be positive in LAC than the short-run estimates – quite different from the
strong findings for the full meta-analysis sample. Instead, the fraction of significantly positive
estimates is 11 percentage points smaller in the medium run (44 per cent) than in the short run (55 per
cent).
This is striking, especially against the fact that most programmes in the LAC data are training
programmes, and the pattern identified in Card et al. (2015) and summarized in section 4.1 shows that
especially the human capital inducing programmes show increasingly positive impacts in the long run.
This result may point to the fact that the human capital investments implied in the LAC training
programmes are too small (recall the relatively short durations of the programmes) to effectuate large
long-term employment or earnings gains. Whereas counterexamples exist (e.g. Ibarrarán et al. 2015
who find some slowly increasing and sustained impacts in a long-term study for the Dominican
Republic), it has to be mentioned that the overall positive judgment of the “Jóvenes” programmes has
been largely based on their short-term impacts. These may in fact provide only a partial view. Finally,
Table 10 reports median effect sizes for those few studies for which effect sizes could be coded. Since
this number is quite small, however, the meta regressions will use the positive sign/significance
models only – recall from the results in section 4.1 that the effect size models and the
sign/significance models generally produce the same qualitative findings.
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Table 10. LAC meta data: summary of estimated impacts

Short-term (N=91)

Medium-term (N=61)

Median effect size for
estimates with P(Emp),
short-term, N=23

Significant negative

Insignificant

Significant positive

5

36

50

5.49

39.56

54.95

2

32

27

3.28

52.46

44.26

-0.0229

0.2456

Notes: One significant long-term impact coded with the medium-term impacts.

Table 11 contains empirical results from meta-analytical regressions. The first column reports a basic
specification with covariates for (i) programme type and time horizon, (ii) target group, and (iii)
evaluation design and programme details. Each augmenting separately the basic specification, the
second column introduces country dummies, the third column includes interaction terms (training
interacted with time horizon, age group, and duration, respectively), and the fourth column includes
both interaction terms and contextual factors (Annual GDP growth and unemployment rate, both
measured at the time when the specific programme was in place). Column five is the full specification
with all covariates.
The results from the meta regression indicate that training in LAC is not more successful than other
programme types (panel i), and – quite different from the results for ALMP worldwide – that impact
estimates do not become more positive over time. This may be a cause for concern in the design of the
training programmes, as the human capital component contained may not be substantial enough to
bring about significant and sustained impacts. In terms of the target group (panel iii), no differential
effects by age group seem to exist. Regarding gender, there is some indication for the same pattern
found for the worldwide sample, i.e. females are more likely to benefit than males; the coefficients are
consistently negative for males and consistently positive for females, though not significant at
conventional levels.
Looking at programme details (panel iii), programmes with a short duration are significantly less
likely to produce positive impact estimates. Also the contextual factors (panel iv) show significant
correlations: Different from the overall results presented above, ALMP in LAC seem to be working
particularly well during an upswing, not a recession: The annual GDP growth rate shows a
significantly positive correlation with programme effectiveness, and the unemployment rate a
significantly negative correlation. To some extent, this might explain that there are short-term impacts
only: ALMPs in LAC may help disadvantaged individuals into (better) work during good times, but
may not be able to sustain these impacts. This would also be in line with the significantly negative
coefficient for the indicator for Argentina, the country in LAC with probably the severest experience
of recessions during the last two decades.
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Table 11. LAC meta data: Linear probability models for positive sign/significance of estimated programme impacts
(1)
(2)
(i) Programme type and time horizon (base: other programs, short-run)
Training programme
-0.048
-0.055
(0.098)
(0.097)
Effect estimated in medium-run
-0.054
-0.059
(0.080)
(0.075)
Interaction: training * medium-run
(ii) Target group (base: pooled age, pooled gender)
Youths (25 years and younger)
0.072
(0.131)
Older workers (over 25)
-0.049
(0.146)
Interaction: training * youths

(4)

(5)

0.083
(0.150)
0.073
(0.149)
-0.143
(0.155)

0.111
(0.154)
0.07
(0.138)
-0.155
(0.144)

0.058
(0.155)
0.188
(0.162)
-0.261
(0.170)

0.192
0.23
0.081
(0.159)
(0.136)
(0.145)
-0.04
0.103
0.054
(0.145)
(0.142)
(0.159)
-0.152
-0.208
-0.116
(0.214)
(0.169)
(0.176)
Males
-0.267
-0.237
-0.278
-0.218
-0.214
(0.118)
(0.124)
(0.127)
(0.140)
(0.137)
Females
0.109
0.131
0.099
0.153
0.155
(0.116)
(0.124)
(0.124)
(0.119)
(0.123)
(iii) Evaluation design and programme details (base: non-experimental, missing or unknown duration)
Experimental evaluation
0.005
-0.052
0.014
0.126
-0.006
(0.131)
(0.149)
(0.133)
(0.126)
(0.135)
Year of programme start
-0.003
0
-0.003
-0.003
-0.007
(0.009)
(0.009)
(0.009)
(0.011)
(0.010)
Short duration (4 months or shorter)
-0.572
-0.735
-0.595
-0.672
-0.912
(0.127)
(0.158)
(0.134)
(0.140)
(0.141)
Medium duration (5 to 9 months)
-0.317
-0.289
-0.303
-0.33
-0.515
(0.133)
(0.130)
(0.285)
(0.309)
(0.272)
Interaction: training * medium duration
-0.021
-0.002
0.201
(0.333)
(0.344)
(0.315)
(iv) Country indicators
Argentina
-0.352
-0.314
(0.189)
(0.111)
Chile
-0.168
-0.222
(0.190)
(0.161)
Peru
-0.056
-0.33
(0.146)
(0.136)
Colombia
-0.004
0.043
(0.128)
(0.110)
Panama
0.05
-0.022
(0.186)
(0.190)
(v) Contextual factors
GDP growth rate
0.026
0.038
(0.015)
(0.021)
Unemployment rate
-0.031
-0.04
(0.009)
(0.013)
Constant
7.169
0.336
6.812
7.924
15.874
(18.053)
(18.359)
(17.660)
(22.461)
(19.716)
N
152
152
152
150
150
R-squared
0.32
0.36
0.33
0.40
0.44
Notes: Standard errors (in parentheses) clustered at the study level.

-0.11
(0.117)
-0.074
(0.155)

(3)
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4.2.3 Results for the training subsample

Given that the largest part of the LAC meta sample (126 of the 152 programme estimates) is
categorized as the evaluation of a training programme, in a subsequent step an effort was made to
investigate whether any additional conclusions can be drawn regarding the type of training. To that
end, the data were augmented by binary indicators for training components, i.e. each indicating
whether the specific programme contained i) classroom training, ii) on-the-job training or internship,
iii) a job insertion or life skills component, and iv) whether it contained entrepreneurship training.
Clearly, more detailed aspects would have been of interest as well, in particular the planned and actual
durations of training (overall and by component). This would have potentially allowed a precise
analysis of training design features. Unfortunately, however, too little information on these aspects is
provided in the studies to be included and coded into the meta data. Two other – equally coarse –
indicators that were coded additionally intend to capture dimensions of the target group, to investigate
further the relatively large group of “disadvantaged” served by programmes in LAC: One indicator
looks specifically at whether training programmes explicitly target the poor population, and another
indicator specifies whether the programme targets youths up to 24 years of age.
Looking at these additional indicators, almost all training programmes comprise a classroom training
component (93.6 per cent, or 118 of the 126 estimates). The share of on-the-job-training components
is also high, with 77 per cent of the estimates (97 of the 126 overall). At the same time, only 20 per
cent – 25 of the 126 estimates – contain a life skills or jobs insertion component. And a mere 5
estimates (i.e. 4 per cent) cover entrepreneurship training. Given this pattern, the meta regressions for
the training subsample (reported below) will report specifications using indicators mapping this
information into the number of components a training programme comprises: 25 per cent of
programmes (32 estimates) have one component only, 55 per cent of programmes have two
components (69 estimates), and 20 per cent have three or more components (25 estimates). Finally,
regarding the additional population indicators, two thirds of training programmes (84 estimates) are
explicitly pro-poor, and 58 per cent (73 estimates) target the bottom bracket of the youth population
up to 24 years of age.
Table 12 reports the estimation results for a series of specifications for the training subsample,
including the above specified indicators. First, the results do not show a strong pattern by number of
programme components. Relative to one-component programmes, there is no indication that two- or
three-component programmes are significantly more likely to effectuate positive labour market
impacts. This is perhaps somewhat unexpected, in light of the overall ALMP results indicating that
“comprehensive” programmes appear to work better. Secondly, however, as with the full sample
(Table 11 above) it is the case that programmes with short duration (4 months or less) still display
significantly less positive outcomes. This points to a potentially interesting result: The number of
training components per se may not be the key design factor in devising a “comprehensive”
programme, but it may be the length of the programme instead. Whereas the results for this sample
point into this direction, the limitations of the analysis have to be recalled: the coding of the training
components is relatively coarse, frequently studies do not report programme duration, and both
measures only partially capture the “intensity” of the programme (as would be given e.g. by hours per
day).
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Table 12. LAC meta data training subsample: Linear probability models for positive sign / significance of estimated
programme impacts
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(i) Training programme characteristics (base: one component, missing/unknown duration)
Two training components
-0.353
-0.387
-0.37
-0.427
-0.405
(.196)
(.209)
(.227)
(.178)
(.202)
Three training components
-0.245
-0.185
-0.259
0.049
-0.045
(.213)
(.197)
(.406)
(.255)
(.281)
-0.427
-0.692
-0.414
-0.429
-0.625
Short duration (4 months or shorter)
(.223)
(.26)
(.257)
(.229)
(.161)
-0.116
-0.098
-0.116
-0.081
-0.072
Medium duration (5 to 9 months)
(.169)
(.18)
(.182)
(.154)
(.157)
Interaction one component * short duration
-0.162
-0.037
-0.169
-0.175
-0.212
(.288)
(.281)
(.383)
(.232)
(.211)
(ii) Target group (base: pooled age, pooled gender)
0.191
0.015
0.191
0.099
-0.049
Youths (25 yrs and younger)
(.185)
(.137)
(.223)
(.067)
(.126)
0.093
0.139
0.093
0.262
0.189
Older workers (over 25)
(.139)
(.128)
(.156)
(.077)
(.138)
Males
-0.45
-0.418
-0.452
-0.456
-0.501
(.167)
(.178)
(.174)
(.184)
(.211)
Females
-0.05
-0.022
-0.052
-0.063
-0.107
(.174)
(.19)
(.183)
(.164)
(.207)
0.021
-0.082
0.073
Programme explicitly targeting the poor
(.201)
(.192)
(.218)
Programme targeting youths up to 24 yrs of age
0.003
0.221
0.123
(.398)
(.16)
(.205)
(iii) Evaluation design and programme details
-0.064
-0.077
-0.071
0.03
-0.079
Experimental evaluation
(.146)
(.179)
(.164)
(.143)
(.126)
-0.008
-0.007
-0.007
-0.017
-0.021
Year of programme start
(.009)
(.012)
(.01)
(.01)
(.015)
Effect estimated in the medium-run
-0.011
-0.01
-0.012
-0.015
-0.02
(.076)
(.075)
(.076)
(.067)
(.068)
(iv) Country indicators
-0.296
-0.364
Argentina
(.245)
(.124)
-0.099
-0.11
Chile
(.244)
(.225)
0.019
-0.207
Peru
(.202)
(.241)
-0.082
0.073
Colombia
(.173)
(.125)
0.336
0.192
Panama
(.305)
(.301)
(v) Contextual factors
0.043
0.061
GDP growth rate
(.02)
(.03)
-0.038
-0.038
Unemployment rate
(.008)
(.018)
16.24
16.048
15.735
35.051
44.269
Constant
(18.832)
(23.39)
(20.4)
(20.43)
(29.507)
N
126
126
126
124
124
0.43
0.43
0.44
0.40
0.40
R-squared
Notes: Standard errors (in parentheses) clustered at the study level.
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Besides the pattern by programme duration, the additional results that can be taken from Table 12 are
similar to patterns found also for the larger LAC sample. First, there is an indication that programme
estimates for male participants are (marginally) significantly less likely to be positive than for pooledgender programmes. Second, training programmes seem to work better when unemployment is low.
Third, other factors included here – experimental vs. non-experimental evaluation; time of programme
operation – do not seem to play a significant role in determining programme success. In particular, the
newly added variables capturing whether a programme is explicitly pro-poor, or targeting only the
bottom bracket of the youth age range up to 24 years, do not seem to be determinants of a
programme’s success or failure.

Conclusion
This study provides a review of the evidence on ALMP effectiveness, with a focus on LAC. The
paper first summarizes findings from previous systematic reviews, and then augments these findings
presenting results from a meta-analysis of a new database of impact evaluations worldwide (Card et
al. 2015, summarized in section 4.1). In addition, the paper generates a new meta-analytical data base
of 152 impact estimates from 44 studies for LAC, likely constituting the most comprehensive and
rigorous approach to systematically assess ALMP effectiveness in LAC to date.
In addition to the general findings on ALMP from the previous literature (reviewed in section 3.3) and
the received wisdom on LAC (reviewed in section 3.4), several new patterns emerge from the
analysis, and several known patterns are reinforced.
With regard to the impacts of different types of ALMPs, the evidence from the ALMP sample
worldwide suggests that the time profiles of "work first" style job search assistance programmes differ
from the profiles of "human capital" style training and private sector employment subsidies. Work
first programmes tend to have larger short term effects, whereas human capital programmes have
small (or in some cases even negative) short term impacts, coupled with larger impacts in the medium
or longer run (2-3 years after completion of the programme). The analysis also confirms that public
sector employment programmes have negligible, or even negative programme impacts at all-time
horizons. Since there is very little variation in programme type in the LAC sample – more than 80 per
cent of programmes are skills training – these patterns cannot be investigated in much detail. It is an
important finding, however, that this overall time pattern for training programmes – impacts
increasing with time – is not found in the LAC data. This result may be related to the generally rather
short durations of the training interventions in the region, implying relatively small human capital
investments.
A complementing analysis for the training subsample in LAC adds to this point to some extent, by
indicating that training programmes with short durations (4 months or less) are significantly less
likely to show positive treatment effects. A further interesting aspect in this respect is that this pattern
seems to hold regardless of the number of training components – one, two, three or more – that the
programme comprises. This is an initial finding that due to data limitations must be taken with
caution; but it has potentially important implications for programme design, indicating that the key
design factor making a programme “comprehensive” may be more the duration of the programme and
less so the number of components.
With regard to different participant groups, female participants and those drawn from the pool of long
term unemployed tend to have larger programme effects than other groups. There is similar suggestive
evidence for females in Latin America, while the group of long-term unemployed is largely relevant
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in OECD countries only and not at all represented in the LAC data. The programme estimates for
youths and older workers are typically less positive than for other groups in the worldwide sample.
There are some indications of potential gains to matching different participant groups to specific
programmes, with evidence that work first programmes are relatively more successful for
disadvantaged participants, whereas human capital programmes are more successful for the long term
unemployed. Due to data limitations (too little variation by programme type and programme intake
group) this aspect cannot be investigated for the LAC sample.
With regard to the state of the labour market, the results from the full sample worldwide find that
ALMP's tend to have larger impacts in periods of slow growth and higher unemployment. In
particular, there is a relatively large cyclical component in the programme estimates from four
countries that account for one-half of the sample. There is also some suggestive evidence that human
capital programmes are more cyclically sensitive than work first programmes. The results from LAC,
however, are the opposite to these overall findings: Programme impacts in LAC are more likely to be
positive during times of high economic growth and low unemployment. One conjecture might be that
the relatively small human capital augmenting impulse of the programmes helps during good times
only, but does not generate sustained impacts.
Methodologically, the worldwide analysis of Card et al. (2015) finds a number of interesting patterns
in the recent ALMP literature. Most importantly, it finds that the estimated impacts derived from
randomized controlled trials, which account for one-fifth of the sample, are not much different on
average from the non-experimental estimates. Also, the choice of outcome variable used in the
evaluation matters, with a tendency toward more positive short term impact estimates from studies
that model the time to first job than from studies that model the probability of employment or the
level of earnings. Finally, the analysis concludes that meta-analytic models based on the sign and
significance of the programme impacts lead to generally similar conclusions as models based on
effect sizes. This arises because much of the variation in the sign and significance of estimated
impacts across studies in the ALMP literature is driven by variation in estimated effect sizes, rather
than by variation in the corresponding sampling errors. This finding also allows the LAC metaanalysis to proceed using models of sign/significance.
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Figure 1. Unemployment rates in selected OECD countries, 1991-2012
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Figure 2. Unemployment rates in selected LAC countries, 1991-2012
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Figure 3. Rigidity of employment index in LAC and across regions

Source: Puerto (2007).

Figure 4. Number of Programme Estimates, By Year of Programme Start
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Figure 5. Impact estimates in LAC meta sample by country
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Figure 6. LAC meta sample: distribution of programme start times – short-run estimates
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Figure 7. LAC meta sample: distribution of programme start times – medium-run estimates
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